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The study of memory in most behavioral paradigms, including emotional memory paradigms, has 
focused on the feed forward components that underlie Hebb’s fi rst postulate, associative synaptic 
plasticity. Hebb’s second postulate argues that activated ensembles of neurons reverberate in 
order to provide temporal coordination of different neural signals, and thereby facilitate coincidence 
detection. Recent evidence from our groups has suggested that the lateral amygdala (LA) contains 
recurrent microcircuits and that these may reverberate. Additionally this reverberant activity is 
precisely timed with latencies that would facilitate coincidence detection between cortical and 
sub cortical afferents to the LA. Thus, recent data at the microcircuit level in the amygdala provide 
some physiological evidence in support of the second Hebbian postulate.
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HEBBIAN LOGIC OF REVERBERATION 
AND COINCIDENCE DETECTION
A key feature of the brain is its remarkable ability 
to form associations between coincident events, 
allowing organisms to learn from the past and 
thereby predict the future. When individual neu-
rons are coincidently active they will promote a 
strengthening of synaptic connections. In 1949, 
Donald Olding Hebb (1949) proposed that if two 
neural signals enter the brain and simultaneously 
excite a post synaptic neuron, the strength of 
one or both of the synapses could increase such 
that, in the future, when only one of the signals 
enters the brain, that signal alone could trigger 
a response in the postsynaptic neuron. This pro-
posal described a synaptic theory of associative 
memory (Figure 1A). The later identifi cation 
of associative long-term potentiation (LTP) has 
provided a cellular mechanism for Hebb’s fi rst 
postulate. The conceptual reduction of learn-
ing to three neurons has proved tremendously 
informative, and extensive evidence suggests 
that Hebb’s fi rst postulate is a likely mechanism 
of learning at the level of the individual neuron 
(Hebb, 1949).
While most work has emphasized coincidence 
detection at the level of individual neurons, coin-
cidence detection likely also occurs between neu-
rons within micro circuits. Indeed, in addition to 
the idea that two coincidently active presynaptic 
neurons result in increased synaptic strength, 
Hebb also postulated that associations are dis-
tributed across ensembles of neurons. However, 
in the brain of a behaving organism variable 
latencies of coincident external signals will result 
because of different sensory signals via sepa-
rate afferent paths, as well as separate regional 
processing of sensory signals. To accommodate 
the variable latencies and still make associations 
between the externally coincident events, the 
brain uses such tools as oscillations and neu-
ronal ensemble activity within microcircuits, 
both of which can facilitate coincidence detec-
tion (Douglas et al., 1995; Johnson and LeDoux, 
2004; Johnson et al., 2008; Klausberger et al., 
2004; Pare et al., 2002; Pelletier and Pare, 2002; 
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evidence for functional neuronal ensembles is 
limited. We examined the lateral amygdala (LA) a 
region known for  associative memory formation 
for evidence of reverberating neuronal ensembles 
(Figure 2).
COINCIDENCE DETECTION IN CLASSICAL 
CONDITIONING OF EMOTIONAL MEMORIES
Emotional memory and especially classical fear 
conditioning (also called Pavlovian fear condi-
tioning), is one of the most described associa-
tive memory systems in neurobiology (Fanselow 
and LeDoux, 1999; LeDoux, 2003; Maren and 
Quirk, 2004; Sah et al., 2008). Conditioned fear 
has been observed in most animals from inver-
tebrates to humans, and has been extensively 
studied in rodents (Fanselow and LeDoux, 1999; 
LeDoux, 2003; Maren and Quirk, 2004). Classical 
fear conditioning requires pairing of two sensory 
inputs. One input is an initially neutral stimulus, 
which becomes the conditioned stimulus (CS). 
The other input is a biologically signifi cant event, 
the unconditioned stimulus (US). The pairing of 
Seidenbecher et al., 2003; Sejnowski, 1999; Wong 
and Wang, 2006).
Hebb’s second postulate was extrapolated 
from Lorente de No’s original idea that rever-
berating networks are a fundamental organizing 
principle of the brain (Hebb, 1949; Sejnowski, 
1999). Hebb argued that ensembles of neu-
rons are a unit of temporary memory storage 
and coincidence facilitation. Thus, information 
can actively reverberate within the ensemble of 
neurons in order to maintain its activity and to 
coordinate additional coincidence detection of 
different sensory signals (Douglas et al., 1996; 
Hebb, 1949; Rao and Sejnowski, 2001; Sejnowski, 
1999). According to Hebb, reverberant activity 
need not necessarily repeat in a continuous linear 
sequence. The ongoing neuron to neuron signal-
ing may skip neurons and incorporate others as 
it cycles (Figure 1B). Thus, according to Hebbian 
logic, memory formation not only involves syn-
aptic strengthening in feedforward circuits, it 
also involves reverberating signals in ensembles 
of neurons (Hebb, 1949). However, experimental 
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Figure 1 | Schematic representations of two Hebbian postulates underlying memory formation in the brain. 
(A) Schematics of Hebbian associative plasticity. Cells that fi re together wire together. From left to right: Presynaptic 
cell (black) does not activate post synaptic cell when fi ring on own. When two presynaptic cells fi re simultaneously 
post synaptic cell fi res action potential. This coincident fi ring of two presynaptic cells leads to synaptic strengthening. 
Now when the same presynaptic cell fi re on own (red) it now activates the post synaptic cell. (B) Schematic of the 
second Hebbian postulate: reverberating ensemble of neurons. From left to right: The network may reverberate 
when a sensory signal (black arrow) enters at one node in an interconnected neurons ensemble (grey small arrows). 
This signal will remain active in the ensemble by moving from neuron to neuron within the network. The path of 
transmission will vary depending upon neurons’ history of activity, current synaptic strengths and other sensory signals 
entering the network. Thus, reverberation may follow different paths at each iteration. This reverberant activity can 
become coincident with new neural signals (middle, black arrows), thereby facilitating ‘Hebbian postulate one’ plasticity 
at some synapses in the network (in red).
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these stimuli results in a conditioned response 
(CR) such that the initially neutral stimulus (CS) 
now elicits the same behavioral response as the US 
(Fanselow and LeDoux, 1999; Maren and Quirk, 
2004). In auditory fear conditioning a neutral 
auditory tone is paired with an electric shock such 
that presentation of the auditory tone alone elicits 
fear responses.
Anatomically, the two auditory pathways con-
verge in the LA (Armony et al., 1996; Humeau 
et al., 2005; Romanski and LeDoux, 1992). The 
acoustic signal conveying the tone CS enters 
the LA via the auditory thalamus and the audi-
tory association cortex (Armony et al., 1997; 
Romanski et al., 1993). Both of these pathways 
enter the LA, where they converge with somato-
sensory/nociceptive US signals, coming directly 
through the sensory thalamic complex via the 
spino-thalamic tract (Figure 2) (LeDoux, 2003; 
Maren and Quirk, 2004). The two auditory routes 
are generally thought to provide different aspects 
of the CS to the LA, with the thalamic input pro-
viding a rudimentary version of the CS (‘low 
road’, rapid) and the cortical input (‘high road’, 
slow) providing more details. While either the 
thalamo-LA or cortico-LA pathways is suffi cient 
for conditioning to simple auditory stimuli, the 
cortical pathway appears to be required for learn-
ing about more complex stimuli (LeDoux, 2000; 
Pare et al., 2004).
Divergent sensory information from the same 
event can be processed by parallel neural paths 
within the brain. However, parallel neural signals 
may not necessarily maintain parallel latencies. 
The two auditory pathways to the LA both syn-
apse onto the same LA principal neurons where 
Figure 2 | Auditory information convergence in the lateral amygdala (LA). An auditory signal reaches the auditory 
thalamus in 7–9 ms. From there, it is sent to the lateral amygdala (LA) either directly (‘low road’), or via a longer route, 
through the auditory cortices, for higher processing of the auditory signal, therefore providing the LA with more detailed 
information (‘high road’). Therefore, information processed through the high road (blue) reaches the LA later than 
the direct thalamic processed information (green). Cells in the LA are interconnected and provide a recurrent structure 
for possible reverberating activity in the LA, facilitating coincidence detection between afferent information 
and intra-amygdala processing, thus enabling Hebbian plasticity for storage of emotional memory traces in the LA.
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rectional information processing (Herry et al., 
2008; LeDoux, 2003; Maren and Quirk, 2004; 
Pare et al., 2004; Sah et al., 2008). These models do 
not incorporate temporal segregation of afferent 
inputs (Armony et al., 1995, 1998; LeDoux, 2000; 
Li et al., 1996; Quirk et al., 1997). Moreover, cur-
rent models do not generally incorporate the role 
of Hebbian reverberation or recurrent circuits in 
associative plasticity during conditioned fear. In 
order to fully understand the contribution of the 
LA network to conditioned fear behavior, both the 
structure of the LA network and its functional 
behavior in relation to its sensory inputs needs 
to be known.
DETECTING NETWORK ACTIVITY 
IN ENSEMBLES OF LATERAL AMYGDALA 
NEURONS
Recent work has shown the utility of fi eld poten-
tials in interpreting physiological data especially 
related to ensembles of neurons. These recent 
they contact different types of dendritic spines 
(Humeau et al., 2005). In contrast the two audi-
tory inputs are temporally divergent (Figure 2). 
The auditory input via the auditory cortex 
arrives some 30 ms later (Armony et al., 1995, 
1998; LeDoux, 2000; Li et al., 1996; Quirk et al., 
1997). For these two sensory signals to become 
rejoined in the LA one has therefore to envisage 
a  mechanism for the brain to sustain the  activity 
 triggered by the thalamic event for suffi cient time 
to meet the cortically processed signal. One pos-
sible mechanism that would allow for the two 
temporally segregated sensory inputs to converge 
in time as well as in space is a recurrent network 
within the LA. This network would allow for 
thalamo-LA signals to feedback to the superior 
parts of the LA during conditioning where they 
will meet incoming cortical signals (Johnson and 
LeDoux, 2004; Johnson et al., 2008).
Current associative plasticity models of 
conditioned fear rely on the concept of unidi-
Figure 3 | Field potentials (in red) evoked in the lateral amygdala (LA) 
by stimulation of auditory afferents (internal capsula in vitro, auditory 
thalamus in vivo) showed multiple negative potentials both in vitro (slice) 
and in vivo (awake rat). Scale: 0.1 mV, 10 ms. These waves represent a 
monosynaptic response (N1) followed by polysynaptic activity. We developed 
a method for fi tting and extracting peaks that represent reliable synchronized 
activity (in black). Five and nine peaks were isolated in the slice and the awake 
preparation, respectively. Note that not all peaks are present in a given sample 
(e g. here N5 is missing for the in vitro example, or N7 for the in vivo example). 
To enable comparison between the two preparations, latencies of each of the 
isolated peaks were normalized with respect to the latency of the fi rst 
monosynaptic peak (N1). This transformation showed a high correlation between 
the two preparations (r2 = 0.994; P < 0.005), suggesting similar intra-network 
rhythmicity in both preparations, and therefore similar network behavior.
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et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2008; Kudoh and 
Shibuki, 1997; Mitzdorf, 1985). We found that 
different network responses can be recorded at the 
same time from the LAd-s and LAd-i giving some 
measure of the localized nature of the networks 
recorded from. We identifi ed both observable 
and hidden peaks (Figure 3) (peaks summated 
within larger peaks, usually indicated by changes 
in negative slope) from the fi eld potential wave-
form using automated peak fi tting. Because any 
single stimulation may trigger events that could 
represent both random and reliable responses, 
we used a statistical method to extract tempo-
rally invariant peaks across animals. These tech-
niques allowed us to study both the temporal 
structure and plasticity in localized LA network 
(Figures 2–4).
advances have included functional measures of 
the discrete volume of tissue recorded in the 
fi eld potential (Katzner et al., 2009; Pesaran, 
2009), Additionally, increasing evidence points 
to the potential advantages of the fi eld poten-
tial over single unit activity in predicting both 
the fMRI bold signal and importantly behavior 
(Goense and Logothetis, 2008; Mazzoni et al., 
2008; Pesaran et al., 2002). Field potentials have 
been used to study plasticity in the LA but have 
not been used extensively to study LA network 
activity (Figures 2 and 3).
Based on the logic that reliable activity across 
different animals would refl ect aspects of the 
intrinsic LA network structure we developed a 
method for the identifi cation of regularity in the 
polysynaptic fi eld potential peaks (Cruikshank 
Figure 4 | Plasticity of recurrent intra-amygdala network. 
(A) High-frequency stimulation (HFS) of thalamic afferents produces long-term 
potentiation (LTP) of the monosynaptic fi eld potential response recorded 
in the superior part of the LAd, a potentiation that lasted at least 90 min. 
At the same time, long-term depression (LTD) of the intra-LA network was 
observed. This was evidenced by a depression of the monosynaptic fi eld 
potential evoked in the superior part of LAd (LAd-s) in response to the 
stimulation of the inferior part of the LAd (LAd-i) (B); This was also observed 
as a general decrease in the amplitude of polysynaptic peaks (fi lled red dots), 
representing LTD in the network activity (C).
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which follow the negative monosynaptic fi eld 
excitatory post synaptic potential (fEPSP). The 
latency of the peaks is longer than that observed 
in the in vitro preparation. However, while the 
latencies are not identical the inter-peak relation-
ship follows a matching pattern in the vivo and in 
vitro preparations. This is evident by the very close 
correlation between in vitro and in vivo patterns 
of peak latencies (Figure 3). Given the matching 
pattern of polysynaptic peaks in vivo and in vitro, 
at least for the fi rst 93 and 39 ms respectively, one 
interpretation is that they may refl ect the same or 
similar intrinsic network structures. The logic of 
this idea is that in vitro brain 400 µm thick slice 
will contain large sections of the same network 
that exists in vivo. Moreover, stimulating the same 
thalamo amygdala afferent pathways will trigger 
the same intrinsic network activity. Since fi eld 
potentials are thought to measure network activi-
ties within a 250 µm radius (Katzner et al., 2009; 
Pesaran, 2009), it is plausible that the  network 
identifi ed in 400 µm thick slices in vitro is the 
same as the one identifi ed in vivo.
The temporal organization of the recurrent 
LAd network is consistent with known cortico-
amygdala latencies. An auditory tone, as used 
in conditioned fear, triggers in the LA, fi rst a 
fast monosynaptic response via thalamic affer-
ents, followed by a later monosynaptic response 
via cortical afferents. Therefore these auditory 
thalamic and cortical responses in the LA are 
separated by time. Our in vitro and in vivo data 
suggest that between the thalamic and cortical 
monosynaptic events, precisely timed recurrent 
activity reverberates within the LAd. Both the 
recurrent N2 and the LAd-s local N3 are active 
within LAd-s at the same time as the activity from 
the monosynaptic cortical input (Armony et al., 
1995; Li et al., 1996). This provides a mechanism 
for convergence across time of the thalamic and 
cortical sensory information. This converging 
information will include elements of the same 
original sound that is processed directly to LA via 
the thalamus, as well as via the cortex. In addition, 
it is also possible that other sensory information, 
for example tone and light, as well as aspects of 
the tone and shock could also show temporal 
converge via the reverberating LA network. Thus, 
the reverberating and recurrent networks of the 
LAd provide a mechanism to facilitate coinci-
dent interaction between cortical and subcortical 
information.
PLASTICITY WITHIN HEBBIAN LATERAL 
AMYGDALA NETWORKS
The second Hebbian postulate of reverberating 
ensembles incorporates network plasticity. This 
RECURRENT AND REVERBERATING 
NETWORKS WITHIN THE LATERAL 
AMYGDALA
The LAd most likely contains a network of inter-
connected neurons. Thalamic afferents enter 
the LAd from a dorsomedial direction and then 
apparently course in a ventral direction through 
the LA (Doron and Ledoux, 1999, 2000; LeDoux 
et al., 1990, 1991). This is the direction of neural 
activity and information fl ow considered in cur-
rent models (Herry et al., 2008; LeDoux, 2003; 
Maren and Quirk, 2004; Pare et al., 2004; Sah 
et al., 2008). In contrast, in the network we have 
identifi ed, neural activity appears to propagate in 
all directions throughout the LAd. Importantly 
this propagation also includes an apparent recur-
rent feed back from the inferior to superior parts 
of LAd (Figure 2). This network can reverberate 
when triggered by stimulation of thalamic to LA 
afferents. Reverberating activity can be observed 
to last for up to 40 ms in vitro and in the awake 
rat apparent polysynaptic activity can be observed 
to continue beyond 240 ms.
The reverberating LAd network appears to 
behave in a structured manner. Using a new 
method for extracting signatures of network 
activity from the extracellular fi eld potential, we 
measured time-locked mono and polysynaptic 
activities as peaks in the fi eld potential traces 
(Johnson et al., 2008). We named these peaks 
sequentially from the monosynaptic negative 
peak N1 to polysynaptic peaks N2 through N5 
(N1 to N9 in vivo) (Figure 3). We localized the 
origin of each of these peaks to either the superior 
or inferior LAd (LAd-s, LAd-i). Upon stimulation 
of thalamic afferents in vitro, monosynaptic activ-
ity is detected fi rst in the LAd-s and then 3 ms 
later in the LAd-i. After the initial monosynaptic 
activation of the LAd, polysynaptic activity is seen 
throughout. In the LAd-s the initial polysynap-
tic activity N2 is mediated by ‘feedback’ from the 
LAd-i. Following N3 and N4 peaks appear to be 
local to the LAd-s because trans-section of the 
LAd-s and LAd-i did not affect these peaks. Finally, 
polysynaptic peak N5, like N2, is also derived from 
the LAd-i because it is also lost after the mid LA 
trans-section. As a confi rmation, correlation of 
latencies from polysynaptic peaks obtained from 
the LAd-s with and without LAd-i trans-section 
reveals a best fi t regression when peaks N2 and 
N5 are considered absent.
The same pattern of polysynaptic excitatory 
events appears in vivo in the awake rat. Upon 
stimulation of the medial geniculate nucleus of 
the thalamus, both mono and polysynaptic peaks 
are observed in the extracellular fi eld potential. 
The polysynaptic peaks are also negative peaks 
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plasticity can be in two forms. First, the temporal 
coordination of sensory signals in reverberating 
ensembles facilitates convergence dependent up-
regulation of synaptic strength (seen as LTP). 
In contrast, reverberating ensembles may also 
facilitate the intra-network weakening of synap-
tic strength (seen as LTD). Both LTP and LTD 
are supposed to play a critical role in the stor-
age of memory, by increasing contrast between 
strengthened and weakened synapses, Synaptic 
weakening likely plays a critical role in networks 
by preventing saturation and refi ning the memory 
trace. In addition, as some synapses within the 
network are strengthened, the increased activity 
in the network could ultimately lead to run away 
excitation. Therefore some mechanism of inbuilt 
synaptic weakening is believed necessary for net-
work homeostasis.
Such homeostatic plasticity is identifi able in 
the synapses of the LAd network. LTP in the tha-
lamic to LA pathway leads to LTD in the LAd-i 
to LAd-s pathway (Figures 4A, B). If the polysy-
naptic network is the same recurrent network, 
changes in the polysynaptic peaks would also 
be predicted. Induction of LTP in the thalamic 
to LA pathway leads to LTD in the polysynaptic 
peaks. Peaks N2 through N5 reduced in ampli-
tude following monosynaptic LTP (Figure 4C). 
This plasticity within the reverberating LA net-
work provides further evidence the network may 
contain key features of Hebbian reverberating 
ensembles.
Another feature of recurrent networks which 
has been studied more recently is that they appear 
to utilize NMDA receptor mediated mechanisms 
to promote propagation of activity (Tegner 
et al., 2002; Wang, 2001). Interestingly, several 
key behaviors have been shown to be depend-
ent upon NMDA receptors, and therefore may 
be based on key aspects of recurrent reverberat-
ing network activity. For example, NMDA recep-
tors at recurrent CA3 to CA3 synapses have been 
shown to underlie feedback and are essential for 
the CA3 mediated pattern completion of spa-
tial cues in a water maze task (Nakazawa et al., 
2002). In addition, blockade of NMDA receptors 
in the LA disrupts second order fear conditioning 
(Gewirtz and Davis, 1997), a fear learning based 
on the association between two different CSs, after 
one CS has previously been associated with a US 
(Debiec et al., 2006; Gewirtz and Davis, 1998, 
2000; Nader and LeDoux, 1999). It is conceiv-
able that the blockade of the second order fear 
conditioning could be due to the disruption of 
LA recurrent connectivity which is mediated in 
part by NMDA receptors (Johnson and LeDoux, 
2004; Johnson et al., 2008).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Hebb’s fi rst postulate has been tremendously 
infl uential in the neurobiology of learning and 
memory. In contrast variables in the second pos-
tulate ‘reverberation’ and ‘recurrent network’ have 
been harder to defi ne and measure. Nonetheless 
the idea of memory formation being facilitated 
by reverberating networks may explain how tem-
porally divergent but behaviorally relevant neural 
signals become linked. Hebbian-like reverberat-
ing networks in the LAd appear to be structured 
to facilitate coincident associations between tem-
porally divergent cortical and subcortical sensory 
afferents. In addition, transmission of activity 
within the network is NMDA receptor  dependent 
and the synapses at each node in the network are 
plastic. These data raise important questions for 
future research on how network structure and 
behavior facilitate the encoding of conditioned 
fear memory traces (Johnson and LeDoux, 2004; 
Johnson et al., 2008).
Further studies are needed to specify the degree 
to which recurrent connectivity converges onto 
single neurons, and to characterize the precise 
rules that govern plasticity at network synapses. 
Many structural and functional questions remain. 
How does this reverberant activity interact with 
oscillatory behavior to facilitate sensory and 
synaptic plasticity? Recent data suggest that the 
amygdala stores fear memories with much more 
sensory detail than once supposed (Debiec et al., 
2006; Doyère et al., 2007) which raises important 
questions about how detailed memory traces are 
encoded by LA networks. For example, does the 
reverberatory activity  participate in the refi ne-
ment of the LA memory trace? Does nocicep-
tive information transmitted from the thalamus 
directly to the LA converge in the LA with audi-
tory information from the auditory cortex? Does 
sensory information from the different senses also 
converge in the LA and thereby undergo asso-
ciative plasticity using the thalamic and cortical 
routes to the LA? While more research is needed 
on the functional  behavior of Hebbian ensem-
bles, recent studies of LA networks have opened 
a door into the next level of analysis of emotional 
memory (Johnson et al., 2008).
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